
Kissel Parts Exchange Available !! 

 

As a part of this summer’s Kissel Reunion, we will be organizing a “Kissel Parts Exchange” 
program. This program will attempt to “match up” individuals who need specific Kissel Parts 
with folks who have such parts available. This is also a great opportunity for you to pick up 
some of those very rare Kissel parts that you may want as “spares” so that you can be prepared 
when your favorite Kissel breaks down. Those parts can then be delivered and picked up during 
the Kissel Reunion weekend. Because Kissel enthusiasts from around the globe will be in 
attendance, this exchange will be a good opportunity for buyers and sellers who have 
previously made deals to accept delivery of rare Kissel parts.  

Kissel Owner Ron Hausmann will be leading this brand new effort.  

To facilitate this Kissel Parts Exchange, please Email Ron Hausmann with your specific Kissel 
Parts need(s) and/or Kissel Parts which you have available for sale. A Kissel Model number and 
year, and part description(s) will be required (for example, “1926 Kissel Model 6-55 Warner 
Transmission T64J -1A”). A Kissel Part number(s) would also be very helpful. Ron will attempt to 
“match up” and connect buyers who are looking for specific parts with buyers who have them 
available.  

Ron’s preferred Email is “ronaldhausmann@yahoo.com”. His phone number is 313-510-8463. 

Just some of the known “Kissel Parts Needed” are; 

a. Early 1920”s Kissel Model 6-45 Bar Bumpers 
b. Kissel Model 6-45 and 6-55 Remy Generator Model number 912 
c. 1917, 1918 Kissel Model 6-38 fuse box cover 
d. 1923 Kissel Model 6-45 Speedster Headlights 

Some of the known “Kissel Parts For Sale” are; 



1. 1926 Kissel Model 6-55 complete engine no. 55-6737, excluding transmission, 
carburetor,  generator, starter.  

2. Kissel Model 6-45 engine block 
3. 1917, 1918 Kissel Model 6-38 frames, axles, driveshafts. 
4. Complete set of six correct-for-Kissel-Speedsters Houk 32 x4 ½ wire wheels, trim rings, 

front hubs, and hubcaps. Unrestored but good. No rear hubs, but can be machined.  

Again, please don’t delay in sending your information to Ron. Match ups of buyers to sellers will 
be made on a first come, first serve basis. Neither the Kissel Klub nor its volunteers will be 
involved in buyer-seller transactions, but we are facilitating this service in behalf of our 
members and friends.    

  

 
 


